Throughout the present paper, R will be a simple ring, where we shall understand by a simple ring a total matrix ring over a division rings. If S' is any subring containing the identity element 1 of R, we denote by VS(S') the centralizer of S' in R, v%(S') = VR(VR(S')) and by @(S',B)
Throughout the present paper, R will be a simple ring, where we shall understand by a simple ring a total matrix ring over a division rings. If S' is any subring containing the identity element 1 of R, we denote by VS(S') the centralizer of S' in R, v%(S') = VR(VR(S')) and by @(S',B)
we denote the group of all automorphisms of R which are the identity on S'. We shall be concerned with a fixed S' which is denoted by S and shall consider primarily subrings S' of R which contain S. We abbreviate VR(S) = V, V%(S) -H, ®(S,R) =©. A subring S' of R is said to be regular when S' and VR(S') are both simple. Further, if S' is regular and coincides with fixed ring J(&(S', R), R) of ®(S',R) in R, then we say that R is Galois over S'. In particular, if R is Galois over S and V coincides with the center of R then we say that R is outer Galois over S. If, for each finite subset F of R, the ring S[ F] generated by S and F is a finitely generated left S-module, then we say that R is left locally finite over S. If s* is a simple subring containing the identity element of R then, as is well known, any subring T of R containing S* contains a linearly independent left (right) basis over S*. For any regular element a of R, we shall denote by (a) an inner automorphism O/a^1 of R and by (M) denote the set of inner automorphisms determined by regular elements of M. In our papers cited in the references, (M) has been denoted as M. We shall understand by a Hom(ß, Ä)-module M a right Hom(fi, R)-module M. For any subset 5 of Hom(ß, R), and for any subset M of R, we denote by 31M the restriction of 5 to M and by # (31M) denote the cardinal number of 3|M.
We shall consider the following conditions: (A/): (i) S is regular and ©ßr is dense in HomS((Ä,R) in the finite topology, and
(ii) R is left locally finite over S. (ii) R is left locally finite over S.
(Ei): (i) S is regular and R is Galois over every regular subring S' with [S':S],< oo, and (ii) H is simple and [ R': H]t = [ V: VR(R')]r for every regular subring R' containing H with \R':H]i < oo, and (iii) R is left locally finite over S. (Et) : (E,) plus the conditions that V%(S') is simple and V\(R') = R'.
We shall also consider conditions (Ar)-(E*) obtained by interchanging / and r, and left and right in (A()-(E*).
Recently in [4], the present author and H. Tominaga succeeded in constructing a Galois theory of simple rings under the condition (E*) which we called "hereditarily Galois (abbreviated, h-Galois) and left locally finite." That theory contained the theory of Walter [10] since Galois extensions of division rings satisfy (E*). In [5] , we also presented some useful results under the condition (A;). One of our purposes is to prove that the conditions (A;) -(E*) are all equivalent. Another one is to characterize regular subgroups of ©, which will be defined later, and we shall present a more desirable Galois correspondence than that of [4] under the conditions (A,) -(E-*).
The next propositions (a,ß, and 7) will play important roles. We also require the fundamental theorem of simple rings and the fundamental theorem of [4] for our last theorem. Otherwise, this paper is self contained. Proposition a. Let R satisfy (A;) over S. Then, we have: (i) // S' is a simple subring of R with [S':S]i< 00, then R is completely S'i-Rr-reducible. If, in addition, VR(S') is a division ring, then R is S'i-Rrirreducible [5, Lemma 2] .
(ii) If T is a subring of R left finite over S such that R is TrRr-irreducible, then J(<$(T,R),R) = T [5, Lemma l] .
(iii) // S' is a regular subring of R with [S': S]t < 00, then R is Galois over S' [5, Theorem 2] . Proposition ß. If®* is a finite group of outer automorphisms of R, then J(®*,R) is simple and R is finite and outer Galois over J(®*,R) (and ® Throughout this paper, we shall use the following conventions: R -^Dey, where e,/s are matrix units and D= VR({eij\) is a division ring.
In case V ( = VÄ(S)) is a simple ring, we set V = ^Ugpq, where the gpq's are matrix units and U = Vv({gp,)) is a division ring.
In case H ( = V|(iS)) is a simple ring, we set H =^^Kdhk, where the dM's are matrix units and K= V^jdw,}) is a division ring.
C will be the center of R, and C0 the center of V, which coincides with the center of H.
1. On Galois conditions. Now, we shall begin our study with the following lemma. Lemma 1. Let P and Q be subrings of R containing 1 such that xy = yx for every x in P and every y in Q. If R is PiQrRr-irreducible, then we have:
(i) R is a completely reducible homogeneous PrRr-module.
(ii) VR(P) is a simple ring; if VR(P) is a division ring then R is PrRr- The assertion of (ii) is a direct consequence of (i). Set VR(P) =£Ffij, where the fjs are matrix units and the centralizer F of {/<, ( in VR(P) is a division ring. Set P' = £P/V Then, noting here P'F = PVR(P) D PQ, R is Pi FrRr-irreducible. Since VR(P') = F (division ring), fl is P,'-Br-irreducible. V^^d^]) is a division ring, and so H' is simple. Now, choose a linearly independent left basis {d,;i£f) of S" over H'. Then we have^
Hence, it will suffice to prove that \dhkdi\ is linearly left-independent over K. If not, without loss of generality, we may assume that
is a nontrivial relation of the shortest length. Then, as there exists some Ok'k'i' not contained in K(~)S', we can find some <x£ ®(S',Ä) such that Qh'k'i' =V Oa'*y<7 (G X). Hence, we have a nontrivial relation of shorter length:
This contradiction implies that the d^d's are linearly left-independent over X. Moreover, if we use similar method for a linearly independent right basis \d*;jEJ\ of S' over H', then the djdM's are linearly rightindependent over X. On the other hand, noting that R is 77-7?rirreducible, it follows that (2) [r:H']r*[V:
by the proposition symmetric to Corollary 1. Combining (1) and (2) Proof. In any case of the conditions (C,), (D;), (E,), and (E*), it is clear that R is Galois and left locally finite over S, and H is simple (in case (C;), H is simple by Lemma 1). For any arbitrary finite subset F of R, we set
T' = J(®(T,R),R), and H' = H(~) V. Then, by Corollary 3, we have (1) [H':S]<oo. Proof. Let R satisfy (A/) over S, and let S' be as in our Proposition 3. Then, by Proposition a(i, iii) and Lemma 1, 2? is Galois over S' and S/ Vfl(S')rßr-irreducible, and Vß(S') is simple. In particular, R is Galois over S and Si VVßr-irreducible, and H is simple. Evidently, R satisfies takasi nagahara Combining (1), (2) 
Since R is tf'[T]rÄr-irreducible and [H'[T]:Hf], < », we have [T':H']t s> [H'[T]:H'], ^ [VR(H'h VR(H'[T])]r = [V: VR(T)]r = [V: VR(T')]r by

S], < -(Lemma 1), VR(T) C C0C V, VR(T) C VR(S') C VQ V%(T), and je0}C V\(T). Hence, VR(T) is the center of the simple ring Vl(T). Since [ V: VR(T)} < oo, VR( V) = 22 and VliS') are both simple (the fundamental theorem of simple rings). We have then [ V'R(T): VR( V)}= [V: VR(T)} and [VR(T):V2E(S')]=[VR(S'):VR(T)]. From this, it follows that [VUS'):H]~[V\ Vg(S')].
Remark 4. If, for any finite subset F of 22, there exists a subring of 22 containing F which is Galois and finite over S, then we say that 22 is locally Galois over S. If 22 is Galois and locally Galois over S, then 22 satisfies (A() over S, and this proof has been given in [4, Theorems 2.2, 2.3]. On the other hand, this is an easy consequence of the equivalence (B;) <=> (A/). We shall show that 22 satisfies (B,) over S. Let a be a nonzero element of 22, and x any element of 22. Then, there exists a subring N of 22 containing \a, x\ which is Galois and finite over S. Since N satisfies (D() over S (the fundamental theorem of simple rings), N is SiVN(S)rNr- Galois over S, and let ®' be a subgroup of ©. Then VR(J(&',R)) will be denoted by V(©'). In our paper [4], V(©') was denoted by V®-. Further, by 7(©') we denote the subring of R generated by the set of regular elements inducing inner automorphisms belonging to ®'. Clearly, /(©') C V(Ö')C®.
(i) If /(©') is simple and </(®')> C ®', then ®' is said to be N-regular. If, in addition, [V:7(®')]r< 00, then ©' is said to be Nrregular.
(ii) If VC©') is simple and <V(@'»C ®', then ®' is said to be (*)-regular{®' is (*)-regular if and only if©' is TV-regular and 7(©') = V(©')). At first, we shall prove the next lemma which will play important roles in our subsequent considerations. «-►**(*;I V*) = (of I V*)(x*e'j)r**tj(x*<,j)r for each x*E V*. We have, then, x*(j = tj(x*a'j)r, whence, it follows x% = (l«,)(x*o-;'). Hence, W;-= tjRr= WjUji\ V*)Rr with u; = 1«,. Further, for any x*E V", we have x*fj■ = x*(lf;) = x*Uj and x*e; = u;(x*a;'), and so, x*Uj = Uj(x*o'j). (Proposition ß). Now, let S** be a subring generated by U"ew S*<r. Then, noting that (/(©')> is a normal subgroup of ©' and S*CVÄ(J(®*)) = J«7( ©')),/?), S** is a subring of VÄ(/(@*)) containing S*. By the remark of Lemma 4, Ä satisfies (A() over S*. Hence, S** is simple by Proposition ß and its remark. Moreover, we have #(©'|S**) ^ (©': ©*)2 < od . If, for an automorphism a in ©', a\S** is an inner automorphism (a) of S**, then, <r|S* = <a)|S* and (a)E(V), so that o-|77pS* is the identity. Hence, a\S* is the identity an so a is in VR(S*) = /(©*). Noting here S** C V«(7(©*)), (a)\S** is the identity. Thus @'|S** is a Then, noting that ®(T,Ä) C ®(S',Ä) = ®' and VR(S') = 7(0'), and that W(7,,Ä)C0(S[F],Ä)C0i, itfollowsthat(®':(®in®')(7(0'))) < Suppose that (0':0tn0')(7(0')))<oo for every open subgroup 0. of 0. Since Vl(7(0')) = 7(0') and [ V: 7(0')], < », there exists a finite subset F of Vß(7(0')) such that V«(S[F]) = 7(0'). Further, by Lemma 3, Vfi(7(0') ) is simple. Let jd^} be matrix units of Vs (7(0')) suchthat the centralizer of {d«( in VÄ(7(0')) is a division ring. Set here 0*= 0(S[F,{dfc}],Ä). Then 0* is closed, and so 0*n©' is a closed /-regular subgroup of 0 such that 7(0* n 0') = 7(0'). On the other hand, 0* is open. Then, noting here 0 * n 0' D (7(0')), we have (0':(0*n0')) < 00 • Hence, by Lemma 6, 0' is /-regular. Corollary 5. Let R satisfy (A,) over S. Let V be finite over the center C of R, and set 0*= 0(S[jey}, (r"(],7Z), where jr"( is a linearly independent left basis of R over 77. Let 0' be a closed N-regular subgroup of 0. Then, the following conditions are all equivalent.
(i) 0' is regular.
(ii) (0':(0*n 0')<7(0')» < co. Hence, it follows from (1) and (2) (ii) V is a division ring.
Proof, (i) => (ii): For any nonzero element a of V, S[a] is simple, and so, the center of S[a] is a field. Since a is contained in the center of S[a], a is regular (in R). Hence V is a division ring, (ii) => (i): By Corollary 6, R is Srfir-irreducible.
Hence, for any subring S' of R containing S with [S':S];< co, R is S;'-fir-irreducible, and so S' is simple by Corollary 6. For any subring R' of fi containing S, we have R' = U S" where S, runs over all the subrings of R' finite over S. Then, noting that the uniquely determined number of S.-irreducible direct summands of S, is not greater than that of R, R' is simple. Finally, we shall remark about finite Galois theory. So far we have not required the Galois theory of simple rings [6] , [7] except for the (finite) outer Galois theory and for the fundamental theorem of simple rings (i.e., the inner Galois theory of simple rings). Moreover, the fundamental theorem is required only for the Remarks 3, 4 of Theorem 1 and Corollary 5. 
